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632a Wednesday, February 11, 2015it was allowed to move freely within the arrays in a supported lipid bilayer.
T-cells were plated on arrays comprising individual TCR binding sites, small
clusters and extended hexagonal close packed arrays, with spacings ranging
from 40 nm and below to 1 mm. TCR signaling strength was monitored
by measuring phosphorylated tyrosine (pY) intensity. T-cell adhesion was
assessed by the number of cells bound to the arrays, as well as by the area
of spread cells.
Systematic variation of the spacing and cluster size of TCR binding sites in the
arrays enabled determination of the minimum conditions that support T-cell
signaling and the formation of the IS. TCR signaling increased with decreasing
spacing below a threshold spacing ~ 60 nm. For clusters with these spacings
the formation of the stereotypic ‘‘bullseye’’ geometry that characterizes the im-
mune synapse became evident, with ICAM-1 excluded to the periphery. In
terms of stoichiometry, at least 4 TCR-binding sites (within ~ 60 nm) were
required for T-cell adhesion and spreading. Further, in the absence of ICAM-
1 (or at low concentrations), a threshold density of agonist sites was found,
above which the TCR apparently plays a dual role of immune activity and
adhesion.
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Ion channels formed by membrane bound proteins play a key role in the proper
functioning of the human body. These membrane proteins are able to regulate
the transport of water, ions, and larger molecules through small openings in the
protein under a transmembrane potential. Much study has gone into illumi-
nating how these membrane proteins sense voltage. Some mechanisms include
charged residues in proteins that can reorient in an electric field or side chains
that have an intrinsic dipole moment. Here we report the first synthetic nano-
pore to mimic and explore these possible mechanisms.
We chemically attached a 9, 10 Anthraquinone (AQ) to the interior of an
Alumina nanopore. In the presence of an applied voltage we found the AQ
responds in a manner similar to biological pores exhibiting voltage gating.
The conductivity verse voltage of the AQ modified nanopore followed a classic
sigmoidal gating curve, identical to biological membrane proteins. Through
this plot, it is possible determine the exact mechanism of the gating effect. In
our system, we determined that the AQ was gaining one electron when the
applied voltage reached a certain level. At this voltage level the AQ was
reduced to form a radical semiquinone. The potential required to form the semi-
quinone state can be determined from the conductivity plot. This technique
can also be applied to other molecules where the chemical reaction changes
it response to an electric field, such as deprotonation, cation incorporation
and radical formation.
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The control of the orientation of liquid crystal thin films at surfactant-decorated
interfaces is of primary importance in the development of liquid crystalline
devices as well as many applications in biological systems. Highly detailed
molecular level modeling of these interfaces is needed to help us to create
liquid crystal-based sensors that respond to specific chemical and biological
signals. These liquid crystal/surfactant systems have been studied extensively
due, in part, to both their birefringence optical properties and orientational
sensitivity to surface interactions. It is therefore critical to understand the
interplay between the conformational entropy of the surfactants, the rotational
entropy of the liquid crystals, the intermolecular and molecule-surface interac-
tions, and the packing at the interfaces to be able to create design platforms for
sensing applications using these systems.
In the absence of liquid crystal molecules, binary DPPC/DOPC lipid mono-
layers undergo phase transitions from liquid-expanded to liquid-condensed
phases as the lipid areal density decreases. DPPC has two fully saturated fatty
acid tails, and DOPC has two monounsaturated fatty acid tails. The area per
molecule of this phase transition is highly dependent on the temperature and
the composition of the monolayer. In this work, we present the effect of liquid
crystal nematic elasticity on liquid-expanded/liquid-condensed phase diagram.
We use theoretical model predictions for the phase behavior of liquid crystal
thin films in the presence of various lipid monolayer mixtures to better under-
stand the fundamental interactions that control molecular reorganization. These
results shed light on the interplay between the conformational entropy of thelipids, the penetration of the liquid crystal into the lipid region, the propagation
of the interfacial orientation to the bulk phase behavior of the liquid crystal
film, and the effects of liquid crystal orientation on the phase transitions of
the lipids themselves.
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Nanopore technology is one of the most promising approaches for fast and
low-cost DNA sequencing application. Single-stranded DNA detection is pri-
mary objective in such device, while solid-state nanopores remain less explored
than their biological counterparts due to bio-molecule clogging issue caused
by surface interaction between DNA and nanopore wall. By surface coating
a layer of polyethylene glycol (PEG), solid-state nanopore can achieve long
lifetime for single-stranded DNA sticky-free translocation at pH 11.5. Associ-
ating with elimination of non-specific binding of molecule, PEG coated nano-
pore presents new surface characteristic as less hydrophility, lower 1/f noise
and passivated surface charge responsiveness on pH. Meanwhile, conductance
blockage of single-stranded DNA is found to be deeper than double-stranded
DNA, which can be well described by a string of blobs model for a quasi-
equilibrium state polymer in constraint space.
Biosurface Interactions
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In this work we use atomistically computed potentials of mean force (PMF)
between peptide sequences and cell surface receptors as inputs to a Monte
Carlo based code for predicting adhesion of nanocarriers onto surfaces func-
tionalized with peptides. Here we demonstrate the validity of this approach
to capture adhesion equilibrium constants by implementing experimentally
measured interaction potentials for the ICAM-ICAM1 system as a look-up
table. This methodology was then propagated to predict adhesion for two
different peptide sequences: KGGEPRGDTYR and GERGDSFFAFRSPF.
From ligand-docking studies, we derived the binding free energy, and estimated
the PMFs and obtained the differences in adhesion equilibrium constants. This
work showcases a method for incorporating sequence specificity in predicting
adhesion equilibrium constants for nanocarriers onto functionalized surfaces.
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For integral membrane proteins (IMP), an assessment of their structures and in-
teractions with other membrane proteins within a bio-mimetic lipid bilayer
environment is critical for determining their cellular function. Hydrophobic
sequences prevalent within the transmembrane domain(s) of IMPs, however,
make these proteins susceptible to aggregation, and thus create difficulties in
examining their structural and functional properties via canonical techniques.
Working exclusively with transmembrane (TM) segments of polytopic mem-
brane proteins - in the form of soluble peptides - bypasses many of the pitfalls
of full-length protein preparations, while allowing for the opportunity to
examine the properties of TM domains within bio-mimetic membrane environ-
ments. In this study, peptides mimicking the TM domains of the epidermal
growth factor (EGFR) and CD4 receptors, both cell-signaling membrane pro-
teins, have been reconstituted into POPC lipid bilayers. The formation of their
native alpha-helical structure within vesicle membranes was observed from CD
spectra, and proper orientation of the peptides passing through the membrane
was demonstrated by tryptophan fluorescence using brominated lipids. Func-
tionalized with an N-terminal biotin tag, and utilizing an engineered planar
lipid bilayer system ideally set up for surface plasmon resonance measure-
ments, the TM peptides demonstrated capabilities of ‘‘activating’’ a membrane
surface by the capture of streptavidin. Prospectively, these peptides
